Northeast Indiana is a land for all seasons.
Autumn is a time for venturing outdoors and enjoying the foliage (and fruit),
A TIME FOR LEARNING, CREATING, AND INNOVATING,
A TIME FOR LONG WALKS ON OUR COUNTRY ROADS AND CITY STREETS,

OR JUST ENJOYING THE SCENE FROM OUR FRONT PORCHES, AND OUR WINDOWS WITH A VIEW.
In winter, we don’t hibernate—we play,
THOUGH WE STILL ENJOY A QUIET SNOW DAY EVERY NOW AND THEN,
And some winter games are best played indoors, in front of cheering fans.
IN SPRING, OUR ALLEYS AND FIELDS BURST WITH COLOR,
AND AS THE DAYS LEN​T​HEN AND THE TEMPERATURES RISE, WE GATHER IN CA​FES, ON TRAILS AND AT FESTIVALS.
AND THE ENDLESS SUMMER DAYS ALWAYS HIT A HIGH NOTE.
So when you decide to pack up and explore Northeast Indiana, make sure you bring shoes for every season.